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1. Introduction 

"If the nations of Asia are to survive the current turmoil in their finan
cial markets, we're going to have to take bold actions, individually and 
collectively. The first order of business is to put our fiscal and mone
tary houses in order. This may mean acknowledging bad bank debts, 
hiking interest rates in order to slow currency speculations, aitd reduc
ing budget and trade deficits. It will mean requiring our banks and 
companies to adopt the standards of transparency in financial report
ing that the new global economy and financial markets demand" .1 

Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong of Singapore views of the currency 
crisis facing Southeast Asia are that "the Market is not an enemy. It is 
a faceless disciplinarian. But unfortunately the disciplinarian has now 
over reacted. So, it has to be calmed" .2 The need for an entity to calm 
the markets when needed may have been a reason for the establish
ment of the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) in 1971. Start
ing the late 1960s the government of Singapore aimed to develop the 
country into a financial center. Up to then, the various functions re
lated to banking and finance had been performed by a number of 
government departments and agencies - an arrangement which had 
worked well until the government felt it necessary to bring these bod
ies under a unified direction and to encourage the development of 
professional expertise. The MAS was thus establishment to perform 

0 Nan yang Business School, Central Banking Policies Research Unit, Singapore. 
1 Ramos (1997). 
2 The Straight Times (1998b). 
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all the functions of a central bank except issuing currency, which in 
Singapore is done by the Board of Commissioners of Currency. 

As a statutory board, the MAS is owned and controlled by the 
government, and the Minister of Finance chairs its Board of Direc
tors. 3 As the central bank of the Republic of Singapore, the main ob
jectives of the MAS are to conduct monetary and exchange rate poli
cies appropriate for stable and non-inflationary economic growth; to 
maintain conditions conducive to a sound financial services sector; to 
act as banker to, and financial agent of, the government; to foster 
sound working relationships with other central banks, international 
financial institutions, and public and private institutions in Singapore. 

Through its control over monetary policy instruments and its 
various other powers, the MAS has played a key role in the financial 
development of Singapore. To stimulate the growth of Singapore as a 
financial center, the MAS has implemented various policies such as 
encouraging the entry of international institutions to engage in off
shore banking and removing exchange controls. It has also promoted 
new financial activities by encouraging the establishment of special
ized institutions - merchant banks, money brokers and financial fu
tures dealers, for example. Moreover, it has encouraged the introduc
tion of new financial instruments such as the Singapore dollar NCD, 
as well as floating rate and fixed rate certificates of deposit. Fiscal 
measures such as tax incentives have also been implemented to stimu
late offshore operations in banking, finance and insurance. The results 
have been gradual but impressive: by 1994, for example, Singapore 
became the world's fourth largest foreign exchange trading center de
spite its small size. 

As far as monetary policy is concerned, the MAS, over time, has 
used traditional tools such as open market operations, discount rate 
and liquidity requirements/ reserve ratios, as well as moral suasion to 
regulate the economy. However, the choice and effectiveness of 
monetary policy instruments in Singapore should, and have been sub
stantially shaped by the structure and circumstances of the economy 
and the country: Singapore's small land area and population have lim
ited the range of production possibilities and the size of the domestic 
market - there is a need to import even the most basic materials and 

3 In late December 1997, Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong took over the 
chairmanship of the MAS. 
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the country is dependent on export in order . 
als. The result is an open trad I' . to pay for these maten
leaving Singapore vulnerabl e po hey Wit~ very few trade restrictions, 
change rates as its small . e tali c . anges eJ.ther in world prices or ex-
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Hence, it is crucial for Sin a ore t k . . uence on wor pnces. 
as stable as possible. g p 0 eep Its Import and export prices 
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omy, however, does mean that d e ope~ness of the _Singapore econ
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1.1. Exchange rate policy 
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change rate which is neither too hi h y IS to ac :eve an optimum ex
too low so as to increase im ~ so as to hinder exporters, nor 
To do so the MAS man phort prhlces and hence the cost of living. 
bas ' ages t e exc ange rate of th S. d II 
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ners and competitors. The basket c~~r:nCJes of maJor tradmg part
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Ther~ is no official peg for the value ~~'J:etltors m export markets. 
only mfluence the value of the Singapore d ~I cube~cy and !"fA_S can 
exchange market itself. 0 ar Y mtervemng m the 

Ng (1996) believes that "the role of h . 
liquidity cushioning by banks . t e MAS m the process of 

; Newsweek (1997, p. 28). 
Ibidem. 

IS to ensure that the money market to-
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gether with the foreign exchange market operates smoothly within a 
tolerable band of fluctuations. If there appears to be disorderly condi
tions in the money market or foreign exchange market, the MAS will 
intervene to restore order in the markets by using the monetary in
struments at its disposal".' The Singapore dollar tends to appreciate 
because the deposition of government budget surpluses with MAS7 

and the institutional arrangement of the Central Provident Fund 
(CPF)' have the effect of reducing liquidity. Interventions by MAS to 
buy foreign exchange ~argely US dollars) in exchange for new Singa
pore dollars created by bank reserves is crucial as it re-injects liquidity 
into the system. This enables the Singapore dollar to float within an 
undisclosed target band. 

The success of Singapore has been the subject of many studies. 
Khan (1981) analyzed the demand for money in Singapore and found 
it quite similar to those of other developed countries. He also ob
tained empirical evidence that the demand functions for narrow 
money were stabler and hence should be incorporated in predicting 
money demand. He further ran some simple simulations to "highlight 
the difference it makes in the setting of monetary policy when proper 
attention is paid to the underlying dynamics of the system".' This is 
especially useful if the government is interested in how the money 
demand would change over time and hence, the usefulness of mone
tary policy. 

Abeysinghe and Lee (1992) tried to determine if the Singapore's 
strong currency policy has pushed the Singapore dollar out of its 

6 Ng (1996, p. 261). 
7 It has been the Singapore government's philosofhy to .incur budget surpluses 

with the aim of building up huge amounts of externa reserves to prepare for rainy 
days. The fiscal discipline adhered to closely has resulted in annual budget surpluses 
throughout the last three dee<tdes with the exception of 1987. In addition, statutory 
boards and government·linked corporations also generate huge surpluses and profits, 
which are appropriated by the government to be placed as government deposits with 
the MAS. Such alpropriations, therefore, represent another net withdrawal of funds 
from the financia system. For further clarification, see Ng (1996, p. 259). 

8 Under the CPF scheme, each employee and his employers have to contribute 
on a monthly basis a certain percentage (20% effective July 1994) of the employee's 
monthly salary to the CPF board, with the primary purpose of providing security for 
old age. The contributions are then placed immediately with the MAS as advanced 
deposits for the purchase of government securities, This implies constant withdrawals 
of private sector funds from the financial system, leading to a "substantial" amount of 
liquidity drain (Ng 1996, p. 258). 

9 Khan (1981, p. 5). 
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Simkin (1984) t . d and exc _ang~ rate adjustments. 
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He ~ound that to control the ~x::ey supply and the exchange rate. 
manipulated to ensure adequ t [" g~d~ate, money stocks had to be 
growth of real income This a ~· .1q~1 lty so as to promote stable 
ings of the current study. resu tIS, m fact, consistent with the find-

The purpose of this paper i . 
monetary stability and e h s to re·exarrune the conflict between 
searchers almost two dec xd ange ~;te objectives as done by other re
goal the MAS should be/h e~ aJo.d bWe aim to _find out which policy 
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2. Methodology and data 

In this Section, we introduce a sim I od 
similar to one used by Branson ( P e m . el of the exchange rates, 
tween exchange rate poli d 1981) to dl_u_strate the conflict be-

Th b . cy an monetary stabJhty 
e as1c long-run money k "l"b . · mar et eqm I num model 

' 
. . M/P = m{r,y} (l) 
m which r is the interest rate as det . d b . 
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0 rea mcome fixed by the general equilib-
lOp 
u T~: example, .see Branson (1981) and Sumi (1980) 
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a thty m consumption and od . bep, arnve at on the basts on the substitut
of production), has been su1]ectucru~r b tw:een capital. and labor (and other factors 

o e ate m production theory. Robinson (1970, 
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. h mane stock and pis the deflator, as
rium of the economy, MIS t e y 1 de that the rate of inflation 
suming a closed economy one can cone u 1 The real world is, how
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2.1. Small, open economy with one-commodity 

ad" and expectations of exchange 
If there is only one trthadedelcoronm h"lty are needed to complement the 
rates are static, two o er r. auons ips 
basic model: the PPP equanon 

P = eP* 
(2) 

and the open-interest arbitrage condition 
(3) 

r = r* 
. 1 . th h me-country exchange rate 

where P* is the world pnce !eve ! e 1~ f e · 
0 

change) and r* is the 
(units of home currency per umt o orelgn ex 

world interest rate. s y 1• s determined by ag-
. h P* d r* are exogenou ' 

Assummg t at . . an d M is controlled by home monetary 
gregate. ~up ply c~ndm(o2n) s, ~(3) may be converted into an exchange 
authontles, equatwns an 
rate equation of the form 

M = eP*m{r*,y}. 

Taking natural log on both sides of (4A) yields 

ln(e) = ln(M) -ln(P*) -ln(m{r*,y}). 

(4A) 

(4B) 

" . meaning to be given to a 'quantity of 
p. 309), for example, showedfthat f there t~a~ilie contention that the 'marginal pnxl~ 
ca itai' apart frdm the rate o pro tt, so . . t) is meaningless". Cf. also Pasmettt 
uft of capital' de.te~mines th~ rath of Pj~;~~':Je;!;! traditional theory (Budf~ste[9~f 
~!~!~v~e;~;~~) a:do::u~~~~-at~:~ked the. a~e~£~~;~:=~~:~~~ mod;E the i~~ 
While we acknowledge that wtth th~ ex{ep:;d ct f capital and the rate of mterest ts 
verse relationship between the margtna Ph ~ese~chers to take note of this fact, we 
no longer firmly established, and warnholt erF r more detailed analysis, see Kurz and 

. . h B ....... nson's model nevert e ess. o conunue wtt ~ .._... 
Salvadori (1995, chapter 14). 
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This equation, similar to the one developed by Frenkel (1980), 
suggests a monetary approach to exchange rate determination. Com
bining natural log of (2) with equation (4B) results in 

ln(P) = ln(e) + ln(P*) = ln(M) -ln(m{r*,y}). (5) 

As noted by Branson, a policy to stabilise the domestic price 
level would require dele = - dP*/P* and dM/M = dm/m. If P* is 
constant, any policy that set dM/M=dm/m as y and r* vary would 
hold both e and P constant. If P* varies, as in the case of Singapore, 
variations in e would hold P constant. 

Money market equilibrium requirements will provide the pres
sure on e to offset variation in P* as shown in (4). With variations in 
M offsetting movements in m, all the change in the excess demand for 
money will come from P*, i.e. an increase in P* will raise demand for 
domestic nominal balances: market participants will start to sell for
eign assets to acquire domestic money, causing exchange rate to fall. 
This fall in e will just offset the rise in P*, hence stabilising P. 

So, if the monetary objective is to stabilise the domestic price 
level, P, the solution would be to vary the nominal money stock, M. 
This would offset deviations in real money demand which have re
sulted from movements in r* and y, and would allow the exchange 
rate to fluctuate in order to offset the variation in P*. 

Regardless of what the monetary objectives are, one point is 
clear from equation (4): steady money growth is not likely to stabilise 
either the price level or the exchange rate in an open economy. If the 
nominal money stock were 'stable', that is dM/M = 0, the above sta
bilisation process would not have been possible since there would be 
variation in real money demand due to the movements of the exoge
nous variables r* andy. 

2.2. Two-commodity model 

The previous one-commodity model is satisfactory if the objective is 
to stabilise the domestic price level. When the targets are relative 
prices of traded and non-traded goods, or exports and imports, we 
have to consider at least a two-commodity model in which a more 
suitable money-market equilibrium is 

M/P" (eP*t" = m{r*,q} = M/Q, (6) 
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. eP* the import price, income is derive~ 
where P is the export pnce, bl d the domestic CPI is Q = p 
from production of the ~xp_orta e q, an 
(eP*)'-a. Variation in Q IS given by 

[dQIQ = adPIP + (1- a) dele+ dP*IP*]. (7) 

h "t"es' target for real exchange rate (eP* IP), may Monetary aut on 1 

be expressed as 

dPIP = e [dele+ dP*IP*], (8) 

and the resulting variation in Q becomes 

dQIQ = [1 - a (1- e)][ dele +dP*IP*]. (~) 
- · h ill achieve this h . h (6' the monetary vananon t at w T oget er wit 'I, 

movement in Q would be 

dMIM = [1- a (1- e)][ dele +dP*IP*] + dmlm. (10) 

. . h movement in the money stock that 
This equatwn descnbes t e . I . · P/eP* granted ex-

h d . d ovement m re anve pnce , * 
will achieve t e esire m d G" n the fluctuation in r*, p , q . . . * P* an q Ive . 
ogenous vananon m r , . ·n b r minated by movement lU 

and M, excess demand for ~oney wl e e lomy stabilisation of the 
. "d · h t m an open econ , I 

e. The mam 1 ~a IS t a ilise the domestic price level or the rea e~
money stock wi:I n~t stab v . Whichever model is selected, on~ IS 

change rate asP·, r , q, or y ary b"lity or exchange rate objec
forced to choose between monetary sta 1 

tives. 

2.3. Inclusion of exchange rate expectations 

Dornbusch (1976) combined equations (1) and (2) to get 

MleP* = m{r,y}. (11) 

I · will transform the The existence of risk:neutral specu anon 
open arbitrage condition (3) mto 

r = r* + ee, (12) 

f han e in the exchange rate. If we as
where ee is the expected rate o "II lust to its long run equilibrium 
sume that the exchange rate WI a J 
value 
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e ', ee = e (e' -e). (13) 

Combining (11) - (13), we have the money-market equilibrium 
condition 

M = eP*m[y, r* + e (e' -e)]. (14) 
Using subscripts to denote partial derivatives, and indexing the 

initial values of e, P* and m to unity, the movement in e is given by 

de = {dM- dP*- [my dy + m, (dr* + Sde')]}/(1- Smc). (15) 

This is the same as equation (4B) except for the addition of the 
expectations 'multiplier' which is less than unity, since m, < 0. There
fore, the inclusion of exchange rate expectations does not change the 
results in any significant way. 

3. Empirical evidence 

The data we use to test the model is collected from the International 
Financial Statistics, on an annual basis from 1979 to 1996 with 1990 as 
the base year (IMF). Interest rates are money market rates and prices 
of exports are indexed. \Vf e assume the foreign country to be the 
United States, hence, all foreign variables reflect US data. 

We begin by estimating the money demand function before 
looking at the estimates of the price equations. 

3.1. Money demand 

Equation (1) is the standard money demand function which is fre
quently estimated in the form 

ln(MIP), = !X;) + a 1 ln(y), + a; r, + E,12 
(16) 

where E, is a random disturbance term, a 1 is the income-elasticity of 
demand for real balances, a 2 is the 'semi-elasticity' with respect to the 
interest rate, M refers to M2, r is the interest rate, y the real gross do
mestic product and P the GDP deflator. 

12 Sumi (1980). 
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The value of DW test as reported in Table 1 suggests possible se
rial correlation. Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test results 
further reject the null hypothesis of no auto-correlation at 5% level of 
significance (F = 4.211 with probability 0.082; Obs R2 

= 4.252 with 
probability of 0.053). After correcting for serial correlation, the re
sults (with t-ratios in parentheses) are more satisfactory. The estimates 
show that money demand for Singapore is normal since the coeffi
cient of interest rate is negative and that of income is positive. It is 
evident that income elasticity has dropped from near unity for the pe
riod 1967-78 to 0.41 for the period 1979-96. In addition, the interest 
rate coefficient shows that variation in interest rate will change the 
demand for money by only 0.0011% instead of 4% over the earlier 
period. 

TABLE I 

DEMAND FOR MONEY 

a, a, a, R' DW AR(l) 

1967-781 0.35 0.94 -0.04 0.988 1.23 
(0.9) (26.0) (-2.8) 

1979·96 
no correction for -16.251 1.712 -0.013 0.992 0.971 

· auto-correlation (-4.414) (209.212) (-61.219) 

After correction for 14.321 0.4109 -0.0011 0.997 1.812 0.9831 
aut<reorrelation (0.1212) (3.453) (-7.921) (912.189) 

' From Sumi (1980). 
Source: Data collected from International Financial Stalistics Yrurbook. 

3.2. Price and exchange rate 

The home-currency price of imports is given by a PPP equation in 
which the world price is exogenous, 

Pm = eP*, or ln(Pj = In( e) + ln(P*). (17) 

Comparing this equation with (2) reveals that this is only an 
import-price version. Assuming that the price of goods produced at 
home, WPI, depends on the money stock and the import price, 

ln(P) = a, + a, ln(M) + a, ln(Pj, (18) 
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where P is the WPI. Moreover . 
P', depends on movements i 'thsu;mg that the export price index, 
have been converted into h n e PI and on world prices which 

orne-currency, 

. ln(P') = f3o + (3, ln(P) + (3,ln(eP*). (19) 

Equatwns (18) and (19) . 
1973.1 to 1979.II. We have were esttmate~ by Sumi for the period 
1996. Additionally we h furt~edr tested this for the period 1979 to 
b h • ave tne a numbe f 1 'f· 

ot equations and have rep t d h I ~ 0 ag spect !Cations on 
ore t e resu ts m Tables 2 and 3. 

ES'!'!MATES OF THE WPI E 
TABLE2 

QUATION 
Equations 

a, a, a, R' DW 
(18-1) No lags 6.312 -0.32! 0.612 

(3.654) (-197.02!) 
0.671 1.112 

(18-2) 
(9.411) 

2-period. 6.201 . -0.401 0.698 average (3.981) (-192.211) (9.910) 
0.701 1.298 

(18-3) 3-period 6.195 -0.413 0.731 average (3.9!2) (-166.208) 
0.733 1.363 

(10.101) 
(18-4) +period 6.808 -0.141 0.819 average (3.979) (-173.705) 

0.801 1.615 
(11.653) 

SoJtrce; lntert14tWnal Financial Statistics Yearbook. 

EXPORT PRICE EQUATION 
TABLE3 

Po p, p, p, R' DW 
Before Koyck 5.215 0.389 -0.669 transformation (10.056) (7.656) (15.401) 

0.517 1.002 

After Koyck 3.013 0.096 -0.408 transformation (0.8!9) (2.009) 
O.Q18 0.798 3.110. 

(-0.897) (503.602) 

Smme; lntemational Financial Statistics Yearbook. 

3.2.1. WPJ index equation 

This. equation is found to be stationa o . . . 
Movtng-averages of up to f . ~ at 5 Yo level of Stgntftcance. 

our ttme penods d · h · . are use tn t ts equation 
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to find the best fit. After examining the results, it is clear that the ef
fects of both money stock and import price are significant. M1-
version of this equation was tested as well, but M2 yielded better re-

sults and is thus reported. 
\Yf e noticed an interesting phenomenon with regard to this 

equation: the coefficient of money stock, Ct.v has a negative sign, and 
this is against conventional wisdom. Normally, the money stock 
moves in the same direction as the price level. One possible reason to 
explain this is an initial liquidity drain within the system as the MAS 
tries to re-inject into the economy through exchange rate intervention 
by purchasing US dollars. This has the effect of raising the money 
stock while reducing the domestic price level at the same time. 

In addition, even though the Durbin-Watson statistics may not 
be quite satisfactory, as the lags increase from zero to three time peri
ods, the effect of money stock increases. This could be due to policy 
time lags. Moreover, both R2 and DW improved as the number of lags 
increased. Hence, it is safe to conclude that domestic prices are af
fected by import prices, and this is the same conclusion Sumi reached 

for the much earlier period. 

3.2.2. Export price equation 

We found equation (19) to be stationary at the 5% level of signifi
cance. After having tried various lags of moving-averages so as to find 
the best fit, we concluded that the best fit is for the regression which 
incorporates a Koyck partial-adjustment process: 

(20) 
ln(Px), = f3

0 
+ f3

1
ln(P), + f3 2 ln(eP*), + f3, (P')._,. 

As shown in Table 3, the elasticity of the export price index 
with respect to \Y/Pl is 0.096, and with respect to world prices, it is 
-0.408. Both equations (19) and (20) show a negative relationship be
tween the price of exports and world prices. In (20), for example, for 
every unit increase in world prices, Singapore export prices fall by 
about 0.408. This means that exchange rate policy has indeed been ef
fective in keeping domestic prices low by preventing imported infla
tion. However, is this price reduction sufficient enough such that ex
ports are not adversely affected by the strong Singapore dollar? We 

will address this next. 
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3.3. Efficts of managed floating 

Lee (1984) found that Sin a devaluation of the UK g p~re was able to perform well during the 
devaluations of the US donn ;;d the subsequent ~otation and two 
to maintain export comp~t:· e p~st:ted that Smgapore was able 
encing its inflation rate so as v:::ss m e 1970~ a_nd 1980s by influ
that the danger of app . . s·ontrol appreciatton. He concluded 
had been overstated. reciatmg mgapore dollar hampering exports 

. It is true that Singapore relies h 'I . 
Imports virtually all of the r ea~:J on Its exports, but it also 
The negative effects of curren~w mater~ . necessary for production. 
be more than offset by the .Y. appfr;ciatton .on exports may indeed 

h
. h . posmve e tects on Imp t W . 

t IS ypothesis here To h th . . or s. e rum to test 
• S OW e competltlVen f S' 

port sector, we use the Nomi al Ef£ . ess o mgapore's ex-
determine Real Effective E n h ecnve Exchange Rate (NEER) to 
NEER (Pd/PJ where p isx CcPiangfeS~ate (REER). Thus REER = 

• ' d o mgapore and p · f · 
sumer prices (CPI for the US) It d . . . . 1 IS oreign con-
the foreign inflation then REER . ~mes~c mflatton rate is less than 
effect of Singapore dollar's 15

. e~s t an NEER and the negative 
would be lessened. appreciatwn on export competitiveness 

Figure 1 shows that over the ea h h 
of export competitiveness I f y /s, t ere as not been much loss 
than NEER and the h n act, a ter 1990, REER is actually less 
thus concu/wi'th Lee~ap lad _starhted to narrow w. ell before 1990. We 

s ana ysis· t · · f 
does not appear to have reduc~d :h appreciatl?? o the exchange rate 
exports. e competmveness of Singapore's 

4. Conclusions and discussion 

The results of our empirical stud h th 
function seems to fit Si , Y s ow at the money demand 
candy sensitive to th nghapore s context, and all prices are signifi-

e exc ange rate o er th 'od 1 
conclusions coincide with those of B v , e pen. _9~9-93. These 
suits have two implicati' f' ranson s and Sunkin s. These re-
. ons: Irst we should · 1 d h h m the deflator for th ' k . me u e t e exc ange rate . e money stoc This · . . 
vatton of the exchange r t . . . was Important m our den-

a e equattons ear her· Next implication is that 
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h rate do affect the domestic price level and 
the movements of exc . ange I . ns MAS's focus on exchange rates 
the terms of trade. Thts may e~p :' 

th h Other monetary obJecnves. ra ert an 
FIGURE I 

NOMINAL AND REAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES 

Source: International ~inancial Statistics Yrurbock. 

. rice level has an unconven-
We also found that the. domhesttc p rock We guessed this to 

. I · h' wtth t e money s · . 'd' tiona! negattve re attons 1P . · g Singapore's hqu1 tty 
1 f MAS' efforts on lrnprovm 

be the resu t o s . . 1' 'd'ty into the system, the money 
situation. When MAS re-mJ~cts ~qui t 1 falls due to the abatement of 
stock increases while domestic pnce eve 

imported inflation.. . l was that the export price has a 
yet another ~nter.estmg ;~u t. This fact suggests that the ex-

negative relationshtp Wlth wor pnces. 
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change rate policy has been effective in preventing imported inflation 
in Singapore. 

Other Southeast Asian countries, China, Vietnam, and Malay
sia, for example, have been doing well recently, and one day keeping 
the Singapore dollar strong may no longer be the only viable policy. 
Moreover, some studies have shown that any recent inflation in Sin
gapore has been more due to the domestic sector (asset inflation, for 
instance) rather than overseas factors. Perhaps the MAS should focus 
on other policies such as wage control and fiscal policies to keep the 
costs of production low and to maintain the competitiveness of Sin
gapore's exports. 

Well, it has indeed! That Singapore is keeping its balance is no 
surprise. For 20 years, most of Southeast Asia grew as if the good 
times would never end. But not Singapore: its planners always took 
account, sometimes obsessively, of the dangers over the horizon. 
Now the troubles have arrived, the preparations are in place. It is a 
Singaporean trait to look for trouble before it finds you. While other 
governments from Kuala Lumpur to Hong Kong watched soaring 
property prices benignly until this summer, Singapore took action. In 
early 1996 the government ordered banks to reduce their real-estate 
loans, slapped a 100% capital-gains tax on anyone selling property 
within three years of purchase and reduced the amount of land avail
able to private developers. 

Singapore also avoided the crippling current-account deficits 
that have plagued Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. During the years 
of easy foreign money, these bigger neighbors raced to finance self
indulgent projects, from the world's tallest buildings to a national 
aerospace industry. All the while, Singapore stuck to yet another pre
occupation: efficiency. The tiny island has long boasted Southeast 
Asia's best telecommunications, port, airport and rapid transit. Dur
ing fat times and lean, the government has concentrated relentlessly 
on improving these basics. 

Then there is the national religion in Singapore: strategic plan
ning. In the early 1980s Singapore Inc. began abandoning lower-end 
manufacturing (televisions, VCRs) for more "value-added" electronic 
products. While the financial markets were sinking in recent months, 
US demand for made-in-Singapore silicon wafers, semiconductors, 
disk drives and laser.<fisk players began to perk. 

Naturally, Singapore cannot escape all the troubles of its neigh
borhood. Its banks have lent aggressively in Southeast Asia, and its 
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